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a b s t r a c t 

The evolution of the muon content of very high energy air showers (EAS) in the atmosphere is in- 

vestigated with data of the KASCADE-Grande observatory. For this purpose, the muon attenuation 

length in the atmosphere is obtained to �μ = 1256 ± 85 +229 
−232 

( syst ) g/cm 

2 
from the experimental data for 

shower energies between 10 16.3 and 10 17.0 eV. Comparison of this quantity with predictions of the high- 

energy hadronic interaction models QGSJET-II-02, SIBYLL 2.1, QGSJET-II-04 and EPOS-LHC reveals that the 

attenuation of the muon content of measured EAS in the atmosphere is lower than predicted. Deviations 

are, however, less significant with the post-LHC models. The presence of such deviations seems to be re- 

lated to a difference between the simulated and the measured zenith angle evolutions of the lateral muon 

density distributions of EAS, which also causes a discrepancy between the measured absorption lengths 

of the density of shower muons and the predicted ones at large distances from the EAS core. The studied 

deficiencies show that all four considered hadronic interaction models fail to describe consistently the 

zenith angle evolution of the muon content of EAS in the aforesaid energy regime. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Extensive air showers (EAS) are cascades of secondary particles

roduced by multiple particle reactions and decays in the atmo-

phere. These processes are triggered by collisions of very high en-
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Fig. 1. Layout of the KASCADE and the Grande arrays. The circles mark the posi- 

tions of the 37 Grande detector stations, while the squares indicate the location of 

the 16 clusters in which were organized the KASCADE detectors. The 12 outer clus- 

ters of the KASCADE array housed 192 shielded plastic scintillator stations used for 

measurements of N μ . The dotted contour defines the area selected for the present 

analysis. 
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ergy cosmic rays with the nuclei of the atmosphere. With sophis-

ticated air-shower detectors, the properties of the EAS are mea-

sured with the aim of learning about the origin and physics of

the parent cosmic rays, a task that it is often done by comparing

the EAS data with Monte Carlo simulations. Critical elements of

these simulations are the hadronic interaction models, which rely

on physical extrapolations of accelerator measurements taken at

lower energies [1] . The distinct phenomenological treatments em-

ployed in the models and the uncertainties of the experimental in-

put data lead to considerable differences in the predictions of rel-

evant EAS parameters at high energies [1,2] , which introduce sig-

nificant model uncertainties when assigning the energy and iden-

tifying the nature of the primary particles from the EAS measure-

ments (see for example [3] ). Hence, it is imperative to check the

validity of the hadronic interaction models employed in the study

of cosmic rays. 

At very high energies and in the kinematical regime relevant for

cosmic ray physics, the performance of hadronic interaction mod-

els can be checked by comparing their EAS predictions with the

data of air-shower observatories. Differences between model ex-

pectations and experimental data found in this way can not only

serve to constrain the validity of the models but also to point

out some of their deficiencies as a basis for future model im-

provements. For testing the validity of hadronic interaction mod-

els, muons play a particular role. Muons are created in non-

electromagnetic decays of shower hadrons, such as charged pions

and kaons. Once produced, muons decouple immediately from the

air shower and travel almost in straight lines to the detector with

smaller attenuation than that for electromagnetic and hadronic

particles [4] . Studying muons becomes therefore a sensitive and di-

rect way to probe the hadronic physics [5] and to identify possible

deficiencies of hadronic interaction models [6,7] . 

In this regard, the present work aims to test the predictions

of the high-energy hadronic interaction models QGSJET-II-02 [8] ,

SIBYLL 2.1 [9] , EPOS-LHC [10] and QGSJET-II-04 [11] on the zenith-

angle dependence of the muon number in EAS. The study is per-

formed by measuring the attenuation length of muons in air show-

ers using the constant intensity cut (CIC) method [12] and by com-

paring the results with model predictions. The EAS data were col-

lected with the KASCADE-Grande observatory [13] during the pe-

riod from December 2003 to October 2011. 

The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 a brief de-

scription of the experimental KASCADE-Grande setup and the ac-

curacy of the shower reconstruction at the observatory are pre-

sented as well as a short description of the selection cuts em-

ployed in the study. Then, in Section 3 , the characteristics of the

Monte Carlo data sets employed for the current investigation are

described and the high-energy hadronic interaction models inves-

tigated in this study are briefly reviewed. The analyses employed

to test the hadronic interaction models are presented in detail in

Sections 4 and 5 . The discussions of the results are reserved for

Section 6 . Section 7 contains a brief account of the implications

of the results for the features of the hadronic interaction models.

In Section 8 , the conclusions of the present research are summa-

rized. Finally, the statistical and systematic errors for our results

are listed and discussed in the appendices. 

2. The KASCADE-Grande observatory 

2.1. Experimental set-up 

The KASCADE-Grande experiment [13] was an air-shower array

devoted to study the energy spectrum and composition of cosmic

rays with energies between E = 10 16 and 10 18 eV, corresponding

to center of mass energies in the range of 
√ 

s pp ≈ 4 . 3 to 43.3 TeV.

The observatory was installed at the site of the KIT Campus North
49.1 ° N, 8.4 ° E, 110 m a.s.l.), Germany, and consisted of two in-

ependent detector subsystems, the Grande and KASCADE arrays

13] . The former was composed of a 700 × 700 m 

2 grid of 37 scin-

illator stations regularly separated by an average distance of 137 m

see Fig. 1 ) and the latter, by a smaller and more compact array

f 252 shielded and unshielded scintillation detectors spaced ev-

ry 13 m over a regular grid of 200 × 200 m 

2 overall surface. The

rande array provided ground measurements of the total num-

er of charged particles ( E > 3 MeV), N ch , at the EAS front, while

he KASCADE array was used to measure the corresponding total

umber of muons ( E μ > 230 MeV), N μ, among other observables. A

ore detailed description of the KASCADE-Grande facility can be

ound in [13] . 

.2. EAS reconstruction 

Air shower reconstruction in KASCADE-Grande proceeds event-

y-event by means of an iterative algorithm and a careful modeling

f the EAS front [13] . N ch is estimated solely from the Grande data,

hile N μ is derived from the μ-measurements of the KASCADE ar-

ay. For the estimation of N ch a maximum-log-likelihood fit of a

odified NKG lateral distribution function (LDF) [14] is carried out

sing the densities of charged particles measured by the Grande

rray for the event. 

For the estimation of N μ, in a first step, a calculation of the

umber of muons detected in each KASCADE shielded station is

erformed. This is accomplished by applying a conversion func-

ion (LECF) to the energy deposit recorded in each muon detec-

or, whose main parameters have a negligible dependence on the

hower size and the hadronic interaction model [13] . In the second

nd last step, the total number of muons in the EAS is estimated

ith the maximum likelihood technique by fitting a Lagutin-Raikin

ateral distribution function with a fixed shape [15] to the data on

he number of penetrating particles registered by the KASCADE de-
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ectors: 

μ(r) = N μ · 0 . 28 

r 2 
0 

(
r 

r 0 

)p 1 (
1 + 

r 

r 0 

)p 2 
(

1 + 

(
r 

10 · r 0 

)2 
)p 3 

(1) 

ith r the radial distance from the EAS core measured at the

hower plane. The parameters of the above equation are p 1 =
0 . 69 , p 2 = −2 . 39 , p 3 = −1 . 0 and r 0 = 320 m [13] . They were ob-

ained calibrating the function with the results of CORSIKA/QGSJET-

1 simulations, in particular, by averaging the fits to simulated pro-

ons and iron nuclei with energies of 10 16 and 10 17 eV. Fixing the

hape of the muon lateral distribution obeys to the limited statis-

ics available from the muon detectors. If relaxing this constraint

n the LDF shape, the fit becomes unstable. 

The resolution achieved by the whole fitting procedure is � 15

 for N ch and � 25 % for N μ. The first value was estimated in a

odel independent way [13] and the second one, from MC sim-

lations using the models under study (see Appendix A ). For the

pcoming analysis, in order to improve the accuracy of the muon

umber and consequently on the determination of the muon at-

enuation length, N μ was corrected for experimental and recon-

truction effects using a correction function (c.f. Appendix A ). The

atter was built from MC simulations based on the QGSJET-II-02

odel. The choice of the MC model is not relevant for this task,

ecause the correction is almost independent of the high-energy

adronic interaction model. After corrections, the mean N μ sys-

ematic errors are reduced to � 10 % with a weak dependence on

he core position, the shower size, the muon size and the shower

enith angle in the full efficiency regime and, in particular, on the

elected data sample. 

.3. Selection cuts and description of the data 

Several selection cuts were developed in order to reduce the

ffect of systematic uncertainties on the reconstructed shower ob-

ervables, mainly on N μ. These selection criteria were applied in-

istinctly to experimental data and simulated events. 

First, selected events had to satisfy a 7/7 Grande hardware trig-

er (six of a hexagonal shape and the central one) and activate

ore than 11 Grande stations from a minimum number of 36

orking Grande stations. Besides, all KASCADE detector clusters

ere required to be in operation during the data acquisition of the

vents. The quality of the reconstruction of the selected sample

as assured by considering only events that passed successfully

he standard reconstruction procedure of KASCADE-Grande. In ad-

ition, the selection for the present analysis included only events

ith their cores located at a distance between 270 and 440 m from

he KASCADE center and within a central area of 8 × 10 4 m 

2 inside

he Grande array (c.f. Fig. 1 ). With this cut not only edge effects

ere avoided but also a significant reduction of the N μ system-

tic uncertainties was achieved. In particular, events with a large

ontribution from the electromagnetic punch-through effect were

liminated. Showers with zenith angles greater than 40 ° were also

emoved as they have a large pointing error. A further constraint

n the data was set by introducing the limit log 10 N μ > 4.6 on the

econstructed (not corrected yet) muon number for EAS. This cut

elped to discard a number of events below the efficiency thresh-

ld irrelevant for the present analysis. 

After these selection cuts, the full trigger and reconstruc-

ion efficiency of the KASCADE-Grande experiment is achieved

t threshold energies around log 10 (E/ GeV ) = 7 . 00 ± 0 . 20 and cor-

ected muon numbers log 10 N μ = 5 . 00 ± 0 . 20 , according to MC

imulations. The small uncertainties originate from the unknown

rimary composition, the arrival direction and the hadronic in-

eraction model involved. For the selected events, the mean core

nd pointing resolutions of KASCADE-Grande are better than 8 m
nd 0.4 °, respectively, and are almost independent of the ra-

ial distance to the KASCADE array. The application of the se-

ection criteria to the KASCADE-Grande data yielded a data set

ith 2,744,950 shower events corresponding to a total exposure

f 2.6 × 10 12 m 

2 · s · sr. 

. Monte Carlo simulations 

MC data were generated using simulations of the EAS develop-

ent and of the response of the detectors of the KASCADE-Grande

rray. In order to simulate the EAS evolution in the atmosphere,

he CORSIKA code [16] was used without employing the thinning

lgorithm. The U.S. standard atmosphere model as parameterized

y J. Linsley (c.f. [16] and references therein) was employed, as

he mean of the local RMS air pressure values at the site of the

ASCADE-Grande observatory is close to the magnitude predicted

y the abovementioned model [17] . 

The physics of the hadronic interactions was simulated using

luka [18] at low energies ( E h < 200 GeV) combined with QGSJET-II-

2, SIBYLL 2.1, QGSJET-II-04 and EPOS-LHC as different alternatives

o model the high energy regime. MC showers were generated

or the KASCADE-Grande location and followed until they reach

he detector level. The CORSIKA output was injected in a GEANT

.21 [19] based code, where the response of the KASCADE-Grande

omponents were simulated in full detail and stored in data files,

hich have the same format as the experimental data. The MC files

ere then processed with the same KASCADE-Grande reconstruc-

ion program that was applied to the measured data. This way, sys-

ematic uncertainties owing to the use of different reconstruction

lgorithms were avoided. 

The energy spectrum of the events in the MC data sets ranges

rom 10 16 until 10 18 eV and follows an E −2 law. However, weights

ad to be introduced and applied to the MC data to simu-

ate more realistic spectra (see, for example, [20,21] ) with γ =
2 . 8 , −3 , −3 . 2 . Regarding the spatial distribution of the MC events,

hey are isotropically distributed and their cores at ground are ho-

ogeneously scattered over the full array. Shower simulations are

one up to zenith angles of 42 ° with no restriction for the az-

muthal angle. Concerning composition, MC data contain individual

ets for different representative primaries: hydrogen (H), helium

He), carbon (C), silicon (Si) and iron (Fe) nuclei, with roughly the

ame statistics. An additional data set for each interaction model

as also included simulating a mixed composition scenario, where

he above elements are present in equal abundances. The final

GSJET-II-02 data set with the five primaries contains 1.9 mil-

ion events, while the corresponding data files for the other mod-

ls comprise roughly 1.2 million events for SIBYLL 2.1, 1.3 million

vents for QGSJET-II-04 and 2.2 million events for EPOS-LHC. 

Several differences are expected among the predictions of the

arious hadronic interactions models for the KASCADE-Grande en-

rgy range at the altitude of the observatory. Comparative stud-

es performed for KASCADE-Grande showed that QGSJET-II-02 pro-

uces a lower muon content in vertical EAS than the most recent

odels QGSJET-II-04 and EPOS-LHC, but more muons than SIBYLL

.1 (e.g., at E ∼ 10 17 eV, they amount to ≈ 13 % and 21 % for the first

wo cases, respectively, and to 7 % for the last one). On the other

and, it was found that QGSJET-II-02 predictions for the N μ/ N ch ra-

io in vertical showers are smaller than the corresponding QGSJET-

I-04 and EPOS-LHC estimations (18 % and 19 %, respectively, at

 ∼ 10 17 eV). However, the QGSJET-II-02 ratios turned out to be al-

ost equal to the SIBYLL 2.1 derived ones. The main reasons be-

ind the muon enhancement in the current version of QGSJET-II-

4 are the larger π ± production in pion-air interactions and the

arder pion spectra [22] . The latter is due to an increased forward
0 production in pion-nucleus collisions, compared to π0 gener-

tion, which enhances via the decay mode ρ0 → π+ π− the rela-
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tive proportion of charged pions in EAS and leads to an increase of

the shower muon content [22] . In EPOS-LHC, an additional increase

of the muon production originates from an enhanced production

of baryon-antibaryon pairs in pion-nucleus collisions, which ef-

fectively increases the number of hadron generations in the at-

mospheric nuclear cascades [23] . For more details concerning the

models, predictions for other EAS observables, and theoretical ap-

proaches see references [22,23] . 

4. The muon attenuation length 

We focus the present analysis to the calculation of the attenu-

ation length of the number of shower muons in the atmosphere,

�μ, as an appropriate physical quantity to study the evolution of

the muon content of EAS in the atmosphere. This is an easy and

direct way to compare the N μ evolution observed in EAS with the

predictions from MC simulations. In general, the EAS attenuation

length is a quantity that measures the degree of effective attenua-

tion that a given air-shower component or observable undergoes

in the atmosphere. In particular, it is sensitive to the longitudi-

nal development of the EAS [24] and it is affected by the inelastic

hadronic cross section of the primary particle [25] and the under-

lying mechanisms of particle production in the shower [23] . The

EAS attenuation length is, in consequence, a physical quantity that

encloses a large amount of information about the generation and

development of the air shower. 

Alternative definitions exist for the EAS attenuation length de-

pending of the shower component and the applied experimen-

tal technique (see for example [24,25] and references therein).

Here, we will use the approach based on the Constant Intensity

Cut (CIC) method [12] , as it is well-established and independent

of the hadronic interaction model. Pioneering work using the CIC

method along with the N μ data can be found for example in

[26] and [27] (see also [24] and references therein). The approach

has been exploited for a number of reasons at some EAS observa-

tories, e.g. for the reconstruction of the energy spectrum of cos-

mic rays [27] , the calculation of the p−Air cross section [26] , the

test of hadronic interaction models [27] and the extraction of �μ

[24,26,27] . However, in the latter case, the different experimental

conditions, muon energy thresholds and EAS reconstruction meth-

ods of the observatories as well as the distinct column depths of

the sites prevent us to compare those early measurements of �μ

with that from the present paper. 

The aim of the CIC method is to provide a way to relate data

from different zenith angles at roughly the same primary energies,

without any reference to MC simulations. This is achieved through

the calculation of attenuation curves at fixed shower rates. The CIC

method is based on the assumption that the arrival distribution of

cosmic rays is isotropic so that the observed intensity of primary

particles with the same energy is independent of the zenith angle

or the slant depth. 

In order to apply the CIC method, in the first instance, data

were grouped into five zenith-angle intervals with roughly the

same aperture (see Fig. 2 , left). Then, for each angular bin the cor-

responding integral muon intensity 6 J ( > N μ, θ ) is estimated ac-

cording to the following formula: 

J(> N μ, θ ) = 

∫ 
N μ

�(N μ, θ ) dN μ, (2)

where �( N μ, θ ) represents the differential muon shower size spec-

trum. 

Five cuts are applied on J ( > N μ, θ ) at different constant integral

intensities in order to select showers with the same frequency rate
6 Defined as the number of showers detected above N μ per unit solid angle, unit 

area and unit of time. t
t distinct zenith angles. This procedure is performed within the

nterval log 10 N μ ≈ [5.2, 6.0] of full efficiency and maximum statis-

ics as shown in Fig. 2 (left). 

After that, the intersections of each cut with the integral spec-

ra for the different angular bins are found 

7 . Then for each con-

tant intensity cut, a muon attenuation curve log 10 N μ( θ ) is built

sing the corresponding set of intersection points. The results are

isplayed on the right plot of Fig. 2 for all CIC cuts employed in the

tudy. These attenuation curves describe roughly the way in which

he muon content of an average EAS evolves in the atmosphere for

ifferent primary energies. Finally, in order to extract the value of

he muon attenuation length ( �μ) that best describes our data, a

lobal fit via a χ2 -minimization is applied to the set of attenuation

urves using 

 μ(θ ) = N 

◦
μe −X 0 sec θ/ �μ, (3)

ith a common �μ, where X 0 = 1022 g / cm 

2 is the average atmo-

pheric depth for vertical showers at the location of the experi-

ent and N 

◦
μ is a normalization parameter to be determined for

ach attenuation curve. The analysis of both the MC and mea-

ured data have shown that it is possible to use a single �μ for

he entire N μ range, as the standard deviation of the results ob-

ained when fitting individually the attenuation curves is smaller

han ∼ 3 % in each case. 

The value of the muon attenuation length of EAS measured

ith the KASCADE-Grande array is presented in Table 1 and Fig. 3

ogether with the values extracted from MC data by applying the

ame analysis. The quoted values for �μ in case of MC data cor-

espond to the predictions of different hadronic interaction mod-

ls tested under the assumption of a mixed composition sce-

ario with γ = −3 . It must be mentioned that simulated data

as been normalized in such a way that MC muon size spec-

ra for vertical showers are equal to the measured one around

og 10 (N μ) = 5 . 5 . We should also add that the mean primary en-

rgies of the shower events lying along the attenuation curves

hown in Fig. 2 (right) cover the energy intervals log 10 (E/ GeV ) =
7 . 4 , 8 . 0] , [7 . 3 , 7 . 9] , [7 . 4 , 8 . 0] and [7.3, 7.9] according to the QGSJET-

I-02, QGSJET-II-04, SIBYLL 2.1 and EPOS-LHC models, respectively.

hese energy assignments were estimated from N μ using power-

aw formulas calibrated with MC data for each zenith-angle inter-

al. A primary cosmic ray spectrum characterized by a mixed com-

osition and a spectral index γ = −3 was used for the energy cali-

ration. Returning to Table 1 , results are accompanied by their sta-

istical and systematic uncertainties. The experimental systematic

rror includes (a detailed discussion can be found in Appendix B ): 

• Uncertainty resulting from the CIC method; 
• Uncertainty owing to the size of the zenith-angle intervals; 
• Uncertainty in the parameters of the muon correction function;
• Systematic bias of the corrected muon number and its model

and composition dependence; 
• And uncertainties associated with the EAS core position relative

to the center of the KASCADE muon array. 

In addition, the MC systematic error includes uncertainties as-

ociated with the spectral index and primary composition. 

From Fig. 3 , it is observed that the measured �μ lies above the

C predictions. The deviations of the experimental value from the

C expectations are shown in Table 1 along with the confidence

evels (CL) for agreement with the model estimations. From both

able 1 and Fig. 3 , it can be seen that the pre-LHC models QGSJET-

I-02 and SIBYLL 2.1 show the largest discrepancies with deviations

t the level of +2 . 04 σ and +1 . 99 σ, respectively. The correspond-

ng CL’s are 2.08 % and 2.34 % and indicate that the probability of
7 When necessary, interpolation between two adjacent points along the same in- 

ensity was applied by means of a simple power-law expression. 
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Table 1 

Muon attenuation lengths extracted from Monte Carlo and experimental data. �μ is presented along 

with their statistical and systematic errors (in order of appearance). Also given are deviations (in 

units of σ ) of the measured �μ from the predictions of different hadronic interaction models. The 

one-tailed confidence levels (CL) that the measured value is in agreement with the MC predictions 

are also presented. 

QGSJET-II-02 QGSJET-II-04 SIBYLL 2.1 EPOS-LHC KG data 

�μ (g/cm 

2 ) 709 ± 30 +99 
−78 

768 ± 65 +208 
−219 

743 ± 56 +47 
−98 

848 ± 38 +174 
−115 

1256 ± 85 +229 
−232 

Deviation ( σ ) +2 . 04 +1 . 48 +1 . 99 +1 . 34 

CL (%) 2.08 6.96 2.34 9.07 
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Fig. 3. Muon attenuation lengths extracted from Monte Carlo (points below shad- 

owed area) and experimental data (upper black circle). Error bars indicate statistical 

uncertainties, while the brackets represent the total errors (systematic plus statis- 

tical errors added in quadrature). The shadowed band covers the total uncertainty 

estimated for the experimental result. 
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greement between experiment and the expectations is low for

hese cases. On the other hand, just slight discrepancies are found

or the post-LHC models QGSJET-II-04 and EPOS-LHC, with +1 . 48 σ
nd +1 . 34 σ, respectively, which imply that both predictions are

ach in reasonably agreement with the measured value with CL’s

f 7 % and 9 % , respectively. In spite of this, however, the fact that

he central values of the QGSJET-II-04 and EPOS-LHC predictions
re still below the experimental data could mean that more work

s still needed within these post-LHC models to give also a precise

escription of the KASCADE-Grande air-shower results (this seems

o be the case as revealed by the complementary study performed

n Section 5 ). 

Potential sources of systematic errors which could explain the

bserved deviation between the expectations and the measure-

ent were studied and are presented in Appendix C . Special at-

ention was given to systematic shifts of �μ produced by instru-

ental effects, reconstruction procedures, EAS fluctuations and en-

ironmental effects, e.g., the aging of the muon detectors, the core

osition and arrival angle resolutions of the apparatus, errors in

he reconstructed number of muons from uncertainties in the de-

osited energy per KASCADE shielded detector, the uncertainty in

he N μ correction function, fluctuations on the number of regis-

ered particles per muon station, the evolution of the chemical

omposition of cosmic rays in the energy range considered and the

nfluence of local variations of the atmospheric temperature and

ressure. However, the analyses have shown that the disagreement

n �μ between MC predictions and the experimental measure-

ent can not be ascribed to any of the above sources. We also in-

estigated the uncertainty in the shape of the muon LDF employed

ith the EAS data. Here we show that it contributes to the dis-

repancy, but it is not the leading effect. Therefore, the observed

ifference very likely originates from deficiencies of the muon pre-

ictions of the high-energy hadronic interaction models underlying

ur studies. 

The fact that the experimental value of �μ is greater than the

xpected values from MC simulations implies that the observed air

howers attenuate more slowly in the atmosphere than the simu-

ated ones. It is difficult at this point to quantify the influence of

uch an effect on the differences between the predicted and mea-
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8 In particular, for a mixed composition assumption and a power-law energy 

spectrum ∝ E −3 , the N CIC 
ch 

intervals include data with mean energy in the ranges 

of log 10 (E/ GeV ) = [7 . 91 , 8 . 14] , [7.97, 8.20], [7.95, 8.16] and [7.89, 8.10] for QGSJET- 

II-02, QGSJET-II-04, SIBYLL 2.1 and EPOS-LHC, respectively. Energy estimations were 

based in MC calibrated relations between the primary energy and the shower size 

for θ = [21 ◦, 23 ◦] . 
sured muon content of air showers at large zenith angles. How-

ever, a naive estimation can be done by assuming that for vertical

showers the MC predictions for the muon number agree with the

measured values at the same energy. Using Eq. (3) , it is found that

the N μ differences, 
μ, expected between measurements and MC

predictions at different zenith angles, are given by 


μ = 1 − N 

MC 
μ (θ ) /N 

Exp 
μ (θ ) = 1 − e −X 0 ·( sec θ−1) ·(1 / �MC 

μ −1 / �Exp 
μ ) , (4)

where the simulated attenuation curves have been normalized at

θ = 0 ◦ in such a way that N 

MC 
μ (0 ◦) = N 

Exp 
μ (0 ◦) . Predictions do not

take into account systematic uncertainties from the reconstruction

method, experimental errors or the analysis technique. From Fig. 4

it is observed that the 
μ differences increase exponentially for

inclined showers becoming as high as 18 % at θ = 40 ◦. Note that

QGSJET-II-02 gives the highest differences due to its lower muon

attenuation length (c.f. Table 1 ). On the contrary, the smallest dif-

ferences are found in case of EPOS-LHC. In general, the results

shown in Fig. 4 imply that a higher N μ should be expected in

data than in MC events for air showers arriving at high zenith an-

gles. Of course, it could also happen that both measurements and

predictions are in better agreement at high zenith angles, which

would suggest a smaller muon content for the actual vertical EAS

in comparison with simulations. To settle down the question a di-

rect measurement of the shower energy, independent of MC cal-

ibrations as much as possible, would be necessary. Unfortunately

this is not the case for KASCADE-Grande, where the energy is esti-

mated in a model dependent way from the measured EAS observ-

ables and has an uncertainty associated with the primary compo-

sition [21] . 

5. The muon absorption length 

To have a better understanding of the observed deviations and

to avoid some of the sources of systematic uncertainties discussed

above, we study now the zenith-angle evolution of the muon com-

ponent of EAS using the mean local density of muons instead of

the N μ observable for showers with about the same primary en-

ergy. The quantity reflecting this evolution is the muon absorp-

tion length, αμ, also called the attenuation length of ρμ( r ) [28] .

To proceed in a model independent way, the CIC method is ap-

plied again, however, on N ch in place of the muon number, since

the former has a lower systematic uncertainty and its observed
enith-angle evolution is in better agreement with the MC calcu-

ations. Besides, because using N ch as an energy estimator provides

 way to avoid possible systematic errors associated with N μ that

ight contribute to the discrepancy observed on the muon content

f EAS. The only drawback is that N ch is subject to bigger shower

uctuations than N μ at the same energy, which causes a reduc-

ion of the measured αμ for decreasing values of the shower size.

his effect is the result of a bias driven mainly by the influence of

hower-to-shower fluctuations of N ch on the EAS selection. In order

o reduce it, only data with large N ch were selected for the present

tudy, in particular, with E ≈ 10 17 eV. 

Using the CIC method, �ch was estimated (see Appendix D ) and

fterwards employed to calculate the equivalent charged number

f particles, N 

CIC 
ch 

, at a zenith angle of reference, θre f = 22 ◦ (the

ean of the zenith-angle distribution of experimental data). This

hower size observable was then used to select events in the inter-

al log 10 N 

CIC 
ch 

= [7 . 04 , 7 . 28] , roughly corresponding to the energy

egion 

8 from ≈ 10 16.9 to ≈ 10 17.2 eV. Events were further classi-

ed into five zenith angle intervals (with the same ranges used

n the analysis of �μ) and within each of these bins, the mean

uon densities at the shower plane, ρ̄μ(r) , were obtained. The

rocedure consists of dividing the shower plane in concentric rings

40 m width each) and then, for each θ interval and radial bin, in

ividing the total number of detected muons by the corresponding

um of projected effective areas of the muon detectors registered

s active during the data taking of each selected event. No cor-

ections for atmospheric attenuation effects were included when

assing the muon data from the coordinate system of the detector

o that of the shower plane. The experimental results for the mean

DF of muons within the above ranges are presented in Fig. 5 . 

To quantify αμ( r ), absorption curves log 10 ρ̄μ(r) vs sec (θ ) were

urther calculated. The curves were obtained from the ρ̄μ(r) dis-

ributions by applying several cuts at fixed distances r from the

AS core at the shower plane (see Fig. 5 , for example). Cuts were

pplied in the interval r = [180 m , 380 m ] , where statistical fluc-
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uations are low. For each absorption curve, the muon absorption

ength, αμ( r ), was then estimated by fitting the data with the fol-

owing relation: 

¯μ(r, θ ) = ρ̄◦
μ(r) e −X 0 sec θ/αμ(r) , (5)

here ρ̄◦
μ(r) is a normalization parameter. 

Fig. 6 shows the values of αμ extracted from the KASCADE-

rande data for the chosen N 

CIC 
ch 

interval together with the pre-

ictions of MC simulations for different hadronic interaction mod-

ls. The MC values were calculated for a mixed composition as-

umption and a primary spectral index of γ = −3 . The predicted

μ curves are accompanied by shadowed error bands that take

nto account the systematic errors due to both, composition and

pectral index uncertainties in the primary spectrum. The errors

ssociated with the spectral index were obtained by repeating the

alculations with γ = −2 . 8 and −3 . 2 , while the errors due to com-

osition were estimated by considering the distinct primary nuclei

imulated in our MC data samples. 

It is evident from Fig. 6 that the evolution of the measured

¯μ(r) distributions in the atmosphere is not in agreement with

he expectations of the hadronic interaction models studied in this

ork. We found that the measured αμ tends to stay above the

C predictions and that there is only a marginal agreement be-

ween the models and the experimental data for radial distances

loser to the shower core. Fig. 6 shows that the differences be-

ween the measurements and the model calculations rise with the

ateral distance to the core of the EAS. Strikingly, the �μ parame-

er exhibits a similar radial behavior as it was verified during the

tudy of systematic errors (see Appendix B ) and in further analyses

ased on muon data around the EAS core 9 . In consequence, we can

onclude that the inconsistencies observed in the study of �μ are
9 We selected events with EAS cores within 58 − 250 m from the center of the 

ASCADE array and applied the whole analysis described in this paper to extract 

μ from the MC and the experimental data. For QGSJET-II-02, we found a negli- 

ible variation of �μ with respect to the corresponding value of Table 1 , but for 

 

G  

t

a

till present in the data for the local muon densities. Therefore, the

eferred disagreements are not an artefact of the treatment of the

 μ data or the way in which this parameter is estimated from the

article densities at the muon detectors. 

Thus, in view of the above results, it seems entirely justifiable

o say that the discrepancies observed in the analysis of the lo-

al ρ̄μ(r) distributions are the main responsible for the disagree-

ent discovered in the analysis of �μ. This asseveration was fur-

her supported by additional tests carried out with Monte Carlo

ata (c.f. Appendix C ), in which we observed that after increasing

μ in MC simulations to reproduce the measured value, the exper-

mental result of �μ can be recovered from the MC events. 

Here, it is important to add that despite the above deviations,

he measured muon densities for θ < 40 ° along the corresponding

IC curve are still bracketed by the estimations from the QGSJET-II-

2, QGSJET-II-04 and EPOS-LHC models for proton and iron nuclei,

t least for the interval r = [180 m , 440 m ] . This is demonstrated in

ig. 7 . In contrast, for SIBYLL 2.1, the situation is different, model

redictions for proton and iron primaries do not contain the mea-

ured data for inclined showers (35.1 °≤ θ ≤ 40 °) within the shower

ize range log 10 N 

CIC 
ch 

= 7 . 04 − 7 . 28 . This result reveals an additional

eficiency of the SIBYLL 2.1 model. However, it does not allow us

o determine whether the model underestimates or overestimates

he muon content of EAS. The reasons are that, first, the result de-

ends on the reference angle that is used to find N 

CIC 
ch 

and, second,

he energy calibration in KASCADE-Grande is model and composi-

ion dependent. 

. Discussion of the measurements 

The attenuation length of N μ was measured at KASCADE-

rande for energies between 10 16.3 and 10 17.0 eV. The measured
he measured data a reduction of almost ≈ 400 g/cm 

2 was obtained, increasing the 

greement with model predictions. 
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value is higher than the predictions of QGSJET-II-02 and SIBYLL 2.1

but just exceeds slightly the model calculations for EPOS-LHC and

QGSJET-II-04 (see Table 1 ). The presence of such deviations was

confirmed by the study of the αμ( r ) coefficients of the ρ̄μ distri-

butions measured locally at KASCADE-Grande around E = 10 17 eV .

This analysis showed that the actual αμ( r ) parameters become in-

creasingly bigger than the predicted MC values at large distances

from the EAS core (c.f. Fig. 6 ). The anomaly seems to be mainly

associated to a bad description of the θ dependence of the muon

LDF’s by the MC simulations (see C.4 and C.5 ). On the grounds of

the above results, a general conclusion is derived that the high-

energy hadronic interaction models here analyzed can not de-

scribe consistently all the muon data of EAS measured with the

KASCADE-Grande array at different zenith angles 10 . 

When extracting �μ from the experimental data some input

from the MC models was unavoidable. First, through the lateral en-

ergy conversion function (LECF) to estimate the number of muons

detected per muon station, then through the muon LDF employed

to estimate N μ and finally, through the muon correction function

introduced to correct N μ for systematic biases. One may suppose

that the inclusion of such functions could invalidate the compar-

ison between data and MC predictions. Nevertheless, the model-

experiment comparison of the EAS data is completely justified, as

we have processed and analysed both the experimental and simu-

lated events in identical ways using the same MC functions. Under

the foregoing procedure, however, it may become unclear whether

the observed discrepancies are due to the studied phenomenon

or to a misleading description of the aforesaid functions by the

hadronic interaction models. 

The possibility that the MC based functions introduce the ob-

served deviations in the �μ results seems to be weakened in view

of the small model dependence that these functions show (c.f. [13]

and Appendix A ) and due to the small variations that the rela-

tive systematic errors of N μ exhibit with the model (see Fig. A1 ,

left). These kind of arguments are often invoked to validate some

present studies (see, e.g. [7] ). However, one can argue that they

do not constitute a solid proof against the possibility being dis-
10 Recently the post-LHC version of the SIBYLL model was released [29] . The per- 

formance of this model at KASCADE-Grande is still under investigation. Results will 

be presented elsewhere. 

 

t  

p  

e

ussed. In this regard, it is desirable to rely on additional analyses.

or this reason, we have run the complementary tests performed

n Section 5 and Appendix C . As we have seen before, the former

hows that anomalies are still present when performing the anal-

sis directly on the ρ̄μ data without any reference to the muon

DF or the corresponding N μ correction function (see Fig. 6 ). While

tudies on C.4 have pointed out that the experimental uncertain-

ies on the shape of the muon LDF have not a leading effect on the

bserved �μ deviations. The tests however did not deal with the

uon LECF. 

The muon LECF correlates the energy losses by all particles

n the KASCADE shielded stations with the number of crossing

uons. Therefore, if the real contribution from electrons, photons

nd hadrons is not well described by the models an important

ias could be introduced to the final estimations of the number

f muons in measured EAS. Here, we are confident, however, that

he modeling is reliable at least for particles other than muons.

ne of the reasons is that model independent studies performed

n [13] have shown the absence of systematic deviations between

eparate estimations of N ch for vertical EAS (where the contribu-

ion of muons is not dominant) with the KASCADE and the Grande

rrays, although they were obtained based on independent LECF’s.

nd two further reasons are that, as we will see at the end of this

ection, the measured �ch parameter shows a better agreement

ith the MC predictions and the attenuation length for shower

lectrons obtained with Grande data seems to be in pretty good

greement with the one derived from KASCADE measurements.

ence, the problem of the observed anomalies could rely in the

C estimations of the energy deposits of the muons in the KAS-

ADE penetrating detectors at different radial distances to the EAS

ore and distinct zenith angles. If so, then a lower/higher con-

ribution per muon to the LECF of muons would be required at

mall/large zenith angles in order to reduce the magnitude of the

easured �μ and αμ parameters and to bring the data into agree-

ent with the corresponding MC predictions. As a matter of fact,

his possibility is not in conflict with the general conclusion drawn

t the beginning of this section. 

At the moment, for the following discussions, we will assume

hat the role of the muon LECF in the deviations is small as ex-

ected from the MC simulations and within this context we will

xplore some scenarios implied by the observed deviations. 
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ossible interpretations of the observed anomaly. One of the conse-

uences of the mismatch between the observed and predicted �μ

s that the measured muon shower size spectrum of cosmic rays

ttenuates more slowly with increasing atmospheric depth than

he simulated spectra. This result could be interpreted in terms

f an incorrect prediction of the muon content of vertical and in-

lined EAS by the high-energy hadronic interaction models. For ex-

mple, N μ could be too low for inclined showers in MC simula-

ions, or too large in case of vertical EAS. 

There are several possible ways to modify the muon number of

AS in simulations in order to obtain a larger muon attenuation

ength. Some tests carried out with EPOS-LHC and QGSJET-II-04

eem to indicate that at KASCADE-Grande, for EAS below θ = 40 ◦,
e are very close to the region of the maximum of the muon

ongitudinal profile. This implies that if the shower maximum is

loser to the ground then �μ, as reconstructed with Eq. (3) , will

aise and even more will become more sensitive to the position

f the shower maximum. That is a geometric effect that should

old for any hadronic interaction model (at least it was confirmed

or EPOS-LHC and QGSJET-II-04 using EAS generated by light pri-

aries). This way, under this situation, one way to increment the

alue of �μ is by increasing the interaction depth of primary par-

icles, because in this case the shower maximum would be even

loser to the observation level [30] . A similar effect can be ob-

ained by having air showers that penetrate deeper into the at-

osphere [31] . The need for more penetrating air showers in sim-

lations is a plausible situation, which seems to be supported by

oth the analysis of the muon production heights measured with

he muon tracking detector (MTD) of the KASCADE observatory

32,33] and the study of the flatness of the ρ̄μ(r) distributions

easured with the KASCADE muon array (see C.4 ). The former

as revealed that the maxima of the muon production height dis-

ributions occur at lower altitudes than in MC simulations, while

he latter has shown that the measured muon LDF’s are steeper

han the ones obtained from the MC models. That �μ increases

hen the shower maximum is closer to the detector level might be

erified at the KASCADE-Grande data from the studies performed

n C.6 . There, the variation of the muon attenuation length with

he atmospheric ground pressure or, equivalently, the atmospheric

epth was calculated. In particular, an increment of �μ of ∼ 16 %

eems to be observed in the KASCADE-Grande data when decreas-

ng the ground pressure by ∼ 8 g/cm 

2 . Again, we should remark

hat this only works when the maximum of the muon longitudinal

rofile is close to the ground, which seems to be the case for the

AS measured at KASCADE-Grande. 

Larger �μ values can also be achieved in simulations by re-

uiring a harder energy spectrum for shower muons at production

ite [23] . It is worth to notice that if muons have a harder spec-

rum and hence a larger attenuation length, then the maximum

f the muon longitudinal profile will be closer to the ground. This

ill further increase the magnitude of �μ if the maximum is al-

eady close to the observation level. Therefore, one of the factors

hich could have a remarkable effect on �μ is the muon energy

pectrum at production site. Amongst the models analyzed in this

ork, QGSJET-II-04 and EPOS-LHC are the ones with the hardest

pectra of muons, respectively. This might be the reason why they

redict the largest muon attenuation lengths in comparison with

he other models. There are two possible ways to achieve a harder

uon spectrum in MC simulations: by an increase in the amount

f high energy muons in the EAS or by a decrease in the number

f low energy muons in the shower 11 . In order to discriminate be-
11 In both cases the discrepancy would depend also on the atmospheric grammage 

ecreasing at altitudes closer to the height where the maximum number of shower 

uons is reached. 

f

i

t

o

ween these physical situations in the present models an analysis

f the muon data at different energy thresholds is compelling 12 . 

In addition to the muon attenuation length, the αμ( r ) coeffi-

ients may also provide some information about overall differences

etween the energy spectrum of muons from MC and measured

ata. What we have seen in Fig. 6 is a deviation, which seems to

ncrease with the radial distance r to the shower core (measured

t the shower plane). This behavior might point out important de-

ciencies of the hadronic interaction models in describing also the

orrect proportion of low energy muons to high energy ones but

s a function of the lateral distance, r . At closer distances to the

AS core, Fig. 6 seems to suggest that an increase in the amount

f high energy muons could be appropriate at least for QGSJET-

I-04 in order to reproduce the experimental data on αμ( r ), since

he contribution of high energy muons to the LDF’s becomes more

mportant close to the shower axis [5,35,36] . 

On the other hand, at larger distances from the EAS core, where

ow energy muons are more important, the aforesaid figure seems

o indicate that modifications are necessary for all the studied

odels. In this case, the observed deviations might call not only

or a reduction in the amount of low energy muons in the simu-

ated EAS, but also for an increment in the content of muons at

igher energies. The latter in view of the fact that as the zenith-

ngle increases, both the experimental energy threshold and the

ean energy of the muons rise [30] . This way, the muon content in

nclined showers becomes more sensitive to the high energy part

f the spectrum, which can lead to a rise in the value of αμ( r ) at

arge distances from the core if the number of high energy muons

s increased. 

ole of the low-energy hadronic interaction models. We are assign-

ng the discrepancy between the measurements and the simula-

ions to the influence of the high-energy hadronic interaction mod-

ls. But, as we measure muons with a 230 MeV energy threshold at

ea level, both the muon number of EAS and the lateral density of

uons are affected by the decay products of low energy charged

esons from the last part of the shower development [35,37,38] .

hus, a change in the description of the low-energy hadronic inter-

ctions might also have important modifications to the magnitudes

f αμ( r ) and �μ, mainly at large distances from the core. There-

ore, low-energy hadronic interaction models might be playing a

elevant role in the discrepancy. The issue will be investigated in

etail in forthcoming studies. 

onsequences of the �μ anomaly. Due to the rapid attenuation of

he simulated data in comparison with the actual one, the discrep-

ncy has some implications for the energy spectrum and the com-

osition studies of cosmic rays when air-shower data from differ-

nt zenith angles are employed. In the first case, the anomaly will

ntroduce a shift to higher energies on the primary spectra of cos-

ic rays reconstructed with N μ data from inclined showers. This

hift was observed in the analysis of [21] , where it was shown that,

or measured EAS with θ < 40 °, the anomaly introduces an uncer-

ainty of 6.5 % at 10 16 eV and 10.9 % at 10 17 eV in the respective all-

article cosmic ray flux when using QGSJET-II-02 as a framework

or the energy calibration of the data. 

As a consequence of the above shift, the elemental composition

f cosmic rays as inferred from the measured data using the high-

nergy hadronic interaction models appears heavier with increas-

ng zenith angles. Indeed, inside the framework of the discussed
12 Fortunately, such analysis can be performed at KASCADE-Grande using the sur- 

ace muon array, the underground muon tracking detector (MTD) and/or the track- 

ng chambers from the central detector [34] . Since such analysis is underway, fur- 

her hints to check the deficiencies of the models concerning the energy spectrum 

f muons may be obtained in the future. 
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13 The result is in full agreement with the measurements performed with KAS- 

CADE at lower energies. In this case, �e was found to vary between 170 and 

192 g/cm 

2 using the CIC method in the interval 4.5 −6.5 of log 10 ( N e ) [48] . 
hadronic interaction models, the analyses of the muon densities at

different N 

CIC 
ch 

bins and zenith-angle intervals (c.f. Fig. 7 ) show that

the actual ρ̄μ(r) distributions move gradually towards a heavier

composition for inclined showers. As an example, EPOS-LHC favors

a light composition at around 10 17 eV for vertical EAS, while for

inclined showers the model indicates that a mixed composition is

dominant in the experimental data at roughly the same energy. 

The source of disagreement between the measured and the pre-

dicted �μ in KASCADE-Grande could be also responsible for an-

other anomaly detected at higher energies by the Pierre Auger col-

laboration. Measurements performed with the Auger observatory

have shown an excess of the total μ-content ( E μ > 0.3 GeV) in ex-

perimental data at ultra-high energies in comparison with expec-

tations from modern MC simulations. Such anomaly has been ob-

served also with the Yakutsk array ( E μ > 1 GeV) [39] . The discrep-

ancy seems to be energy [7] and zenith-angle dependent [40] and

can not be described by any of the available hadronic interaction

models. Remarkably the largest deviations observed with the Auger

detector between MC predictions and experimental data seems to

occur for inclined showers and the highest energies. The latter

might imply that model predictions can not even match the muon

attenuation length of EAS at ultra-high energies and that such ef-

fect could evolve with the shower energy. A possible energy de-

pendence of the �μ anomaly will be investigated in future studies

at KASCADE-Grande by adding EAS data with shower energies be-

low 10 16 eV from the KASCADE array. 

With the aim of having a better understanding of the muon

deviation measured at the KASCADE-Grande detector, independent

studies from other observatories on the matter could be use-

ful, specifically, at the energy range explored in this paper, using

the current MC models. Unfortunately, such studies are absent at

the moment. Muon data exist around E = 10 17 eV from HiRes-MIA

( E μ > 850 MeV) [41] , the EAS-MSU array ( E μ > 10 GeV) [42] and the

IceTop ( E μ > 200 MeV) experiment [43] , but the analyses have been

restricted only to look for a possible muon excess in the measured

data over model predictions in a zenith-angle independent way.

Hence, it is not possible to say whether the �μ anomalies are also

present at the experimental conditions (i.e., muon energy thresh-

olds, radial ranges and air grammages) of such observatories. Un-

doubtedly these information would help to provide a wider picture

of the above problem and narrow down the number of possible so-

lutions. 

Remarks about �ch . Regarding our results corresponding to the at-

tenuation length of N ch (see Appendix D ), we see a better agree-

ment between the experiment and the MC simulations than in the

case of �μ. In fact, the deviations of the measured �ch from model

predictions are less than +1 . 39 σ . By comparing the results ob-

tained with the QGSJET-II models, we observe that the post-LHC

improvements performed in the last version of QGSJET-II did not

spoil the agreement between the predicted and measured values of

�ch . That is an important constraint that, among other ones (such

as the electron-muon correlations [44] ) must be supervised when

applying modifications to the models. 

Since, at the energies and zenith angles involved in the analy-

sis, N ch is dominated by shower electrons, the fact that the value

of �ch is closer to the predictions of the models might indicate

that the cause of the anomaly observed in the longitudinal devel-

opment of N μ in the atmosphere has not a strong impact on the

atmospheric attenuation of the electromagnetic component of the

EAS. 

We observed that the magnitude of �ch is smaller than �μ.

This is expected due to the stronger attenuation of N e in com-

parison with N μ and the dominance of electrons over muons in

N ch for our selected data set. Following the same reasoning, we

should also expect � to be closer to the attenuation length for
ch 
he number of electrons, �e . In order to verify the consistency of

he results, we calculated �e and compared it with �ch . By ap-

lying the CIC method to the experimental data on N e , we ob-

ained �e = 192 ± 8 g / cm 

2 from fits to the data in the interval

og 10 N e = [5 . 9 , 7 . 1] (only the error from the global fit is quoted) 13 .

his value is just 1.1 σ below �ch . Therefore, in light of the pre-

ious discussions, we found that, inside the corresponding exper-

mental uncertainties, the measurements of �ch and �e are not

nconsistent between each other. 

. Implications for the features of hadronic interaction models 

The physical origin of the �μ discrepancy is not yet clear. Inso-

ar, as the attenuation of muons in matter is concerned, this pro-

ess is almost completely described by QED (with the exception

f deep inelastic scattering, which contributes to the energy loss

nly less than 1%). Assuming that electromagnetic processes in air

howers are well described by the EGS4 [45] code used in COSIKA,

ny inconsistency between the measured and predicted muon at-

enuation lengths must be attributed to the modeling of hadronic

nteractions or to the description of the hadronic shower develop-

ent in the atmosphere. This way, our results would indicate that

he high-energy hadronic interaction models QGSJET-II-02, SIBYLL

.1, EPOS-LHC and QGSJET-II-04 need modifications to resolve the

iscrepancy with the muon data from KASCADE-Grande. 

In the last section we discussed some possible modifications of

AS characteristics in the models, which might help to solve the

uon attenuation length problem observed at KASCADE-Grande,

.g., an increase in the depth of the first hadronic interaction in the

AS, a deeper muon production height and a harder muon energy

pectrum at production site. Now, we will discuss some changes

f the characteristics of the internal parameters of the high-energy

adronic interaction models that might produce the variations in

he EAS observables desired to explain the �μ anomaly. 

In order to change the depth of the first interaction of the in-

ident cosmic ray, X 1 , the relevant parameter is the cross section

or inelastic collisions with air, σ I . Since, X 1 ∝ 1/ σ I [24] , the depth

f the first interaction can be increased by reducing σ I . However,

n this regard, there is not much room left due to the strong con-

traints set on the models by the LHC proton-proton data [46,47] .

onsequently, this possibility might just have a minor contribution

o the discrepancy after all. 

A bigger effect could be obtained from a deeper muon pro-

uction depth (MPD) in the atmosphere, X 

μ. The latter can be

chieved by modifying the description of pion-nucleus interactions,

hich is an important source of uncertainty in the models. More

pecifically, from detailed studies performed in [49,50] , X 

μ can

e augmented principally through an increase of pion elasticity, a

maller pion-air inelastic cross section, harder secondary hadron

pectra in pion-air collisions and/or a copious production of (anti-

baryons. The last option, however, it is not useful to enlarge �μ

s we will explain later, therefore it might be discarded as a possi-

ility to reduce the anomaly. The remaining options, on the other

and, could be coherent with an increase of �μ. Here, special care

ust be taken to be consistent also with the Pierre Auger mea-

urements on the average value of X 
μ
max , i.e. the maximum of the

 

μ profile [6] . In case of EPOS-LHC, for example, a further increase

f X 

μ is not supported by the Auger data. The reason is that the

espective model predictions are well above the experimental val-

es at ultra-high energies. In this case a reduction of X 

μ is imper-

tive. This can be achieved, for example, through a decrease of the

lasticity in pion interactions [49] and/or a suppression of forward
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roduction of baryon-antibaryon pairs [50] . The first change could

ead to an opposite effect in �μ to the one desired, while the sec-

nd one could be coherent with the intended objective. 

Of great importance for the problem could be the hadron and

esonant production processes that keep energy of the shower in

he hadronic channel and which could be misrepresented in the

odels. They can modify the expected energy spectra of muons

nd, hence, the predicted muon attenuation lengths. To this cate-

ory belongs the creation of (anti-)baryons in pion-air interactions.

t is known that the abundant production of baryon-antibaryon

airs enhances N μ [51,52] , but it also increases the proportion of

ow energy muons in the shower. Thus, if it is overestimated, it

ight shorten the muon attenuation length and, hence, it could in-

rease the �μ discrepancy. That seems to be happening in EPOS-

HC as it is suggested by Auger data on X 
μ
max . In principle, solv-

ng the problem of low energy muons in EPOS-LHC will put X 
μ
max 

igher in the atmosphere in agreement with the Auger observa-

ions, but it will also produce a harder muon energy spectrum and

ence an increase of the distance between the MPD (where the

uons are created) and the maximum of the muon longitudinal

rofile putting the latter closer to the ground, which is an impor-

ant factor to increase �μ. 

A further mechanism that changes the muon energy spectra of

AS and is not well described in some models is the production

f ρ0 resonances in pion-nucleus interactions. This process could

lso prove to be valuable to reduce the proportion of low energy

uons at ground and to increase the magnitude of �μ in the mod-

ls. The reason is that this mechanism enhances the production

f high energy muons during the early stages of the EAS. After

roduction, the ρ0 mesons decay almost immediately into a pair

f charged pions [52] . At the early stages of shower development,

hese pions have a bigger probability to decay than to interact in

he air (because the density of the atmosphere is low at high alti-

udes) resulting in the creation of high energy muons [53] . In par-

icular, QGSJET-II-02, SIBYLL 2.1 and EPOS-LHC underestimate the

xed-target experimental results on the very forward spectrum of
0 -mesons in pion-nucleus interactions [54] . Consequently, an en-

ancement of the above mechanism in these high-energy hadronic

nteraction models is necessary. This improvement might decrease

he �μ differences between models and experiment in these cases.

The transverse momentum ( p t ) distributions of charged pions

enerated in pion-nucleus collisions may also need further tun-

ng inside the current high-energy hadronic interaction models, as

evealed by the results of the NA61/SHINE experiment about the

pectra of charged pions in π− − C interactions [54] . The p t dis-

ributions of π ± ’s have a relevant influence on the muon LDF’s.

ence, it seems plausible that they would have also some impact

n the magnitude of �μ as extracted from the local measurements

f muons in EAS at KASCADE-Grande. 

Finally, one could question the role of the approximations im-

lemented in EGS4 [45] in the �μ discrepancy. This is an open is-

ue, which has not been fully investigated. One might argue, there-

ore, that the observed anomaly could receive some contributions

rom an inaccurate description of the electromagnetic process be-

ind both the attenuation of muons in the atmosphere or the pho-

oproduction of low energy muon pairs. In spite of that, we might

tress the role of the hadronic interaction models in the observed

nomaly, as there are no direct experimental evidence for the exis-

ence of problems with such approximations which could give fur-

her support to the aforesaid hypothesis. 

. Conclusions 

In this paper, the QGSJET-II-02, SIBYLL 2.1, EPOS-LHC and

GSJET-II-04 high-energy hadronic interaction models have been

ested by comparing their predictions for the attenuation length
f muons in EAS with the measurements performed with the

ASCADE-Grande experiment at the energy interval E ≈ 10 16 . 3 −
0 17 . 0 eV . In particular, it was found that the experimental �μ

alue is above +2 . 04 σ and +1 . 99 σ from the QGSJET-II-02 and

IBYLL 2.1 expectations, respectively, and just +1 . 48 σ and +1 . 34 σ
rom the corresponding QGSJET-II-04 and EPOS-LHC predictions.

he above implies that the studied pre-LHC models do not match

he measured value of �μ, while the post-LHC models are in rel-

tively good agreement with the data. Despite of the latter, how-

ver, the fact that the expected muon attenuation lengths from the

ost-LHC models are below the actual value seems to suggest that

hese models need further tuning to describe the KASCADE-Grande

ata. 

To investigate the possible origin of the above deviations, pre-

ictions for the average muon densities at different zenith angles

nd E ≈ 10 16 . 9 − 10 17 . 2 eV along attenuation curves in shower size

ere also confronted with the experiment. In general, it was found

hat the measured absorption lengths of the aforesaid mean muon

ensity distributions become bigger than the predictions of the

igh-energy hadronic interaction models analysed in this work at

arge distances from the EAS core. According to complementary

ests performed with MC simulations, we found that the aforesaid

iscrepancies could be the cause of the observed differences be-

ween the measured and the expected �μ values. 

Finally, the attenuation length of N ch was also measured and

ompared with the predictions of the hadronic interaction models.

n this case, a better agreement between the experiment and ex-

ectations was observed with differences ranging from +0 . 51 σ to

1 . 39 σ . 

In conclusion, the QGSJET-II-02, SIBYLL 2.1, EPOS-LHC and

GSJET-II-04 hadronic interaction models do not reproduce con-

istently the zenith-angle behavior of the selected KASCADE-

rande data on the local muon content (with threshold energies

 μ ≥ 230 MeV at vertical incidence) of EAS. 
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ppendix A. Muon Correction function 

The location of the muon detectors at the fringe of the Grande

rray, the limited size of the muon array and the detection and re-

onstruction procedures introduce a systematic error on the muon

ize, which depends on the arrival angle, the core position and

he shower size. In order to improve the accuracy of the EAS ob-

ervable and eliminate, as much as possible, the influence of the

uon systematic errors on the study, a muon correction function

s applied. The correction is achieved by using a single function

hat is derived from MC data, in particular, the QGSJET-II-02 data

et, which has a good statistics and hence a reduced statistical er-

or. Herein the shape of the function is parameterized in terms

f the shower core position at ground, the shower size and the

http://dx.doi.org/10.13039/501100003141
http://dx.doi.org/10.13039/501100006570
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Fig. A1. Left: Mean value of the muon correction function against the uncorrected N μ for different hadronic interaction models assuming a primary spectral index γ = −3 . 

The function was evaluated for the KASCADE-Grande fiducial area and for a solid angle with θ = [0 ◦, 40 ◦] . Right: Mean value of the systematic errors for the corrected muon 

number plotted as a function of the corrected N μ . In both figures, the points represent the results for QGSJET-II-02 assuming mixed composition. The error band labeled as 

mixed covers the range of variation of the results when a mixed composition scenario is assumed and the different hadronic interaction models studied in this paper are 
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and iron nuclei. Finally, the error band labeled as statistical that appears on the right figure is the statistical error band for the results of QGSJET-II-02 shown with points. 
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Fig. A2. Mean value of the systematic uncertainties for the corrected muon number expected for the fiducial area of KASCADE-Grande and the zenith-angle interval θ = 

[0 ◦, 40 ◦] . Errors are presented for corrected muon numbers within the interval log 10 N μ = [5 . 2 , 6 . 0] , where the analysis of �μ was performed. The systematic errors are 

shown as a function of the core distance to the KASCADE center (left) and the shower zenith angle (right). In both figures, the points represent the results for QGSJET-II-02 

assuming mixed composition. The meaning of the error bands is the same as in Fig. A1 . 
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EAS zenith and azimuth angles. In the derivation of the correction

function, the mixed composition scenario is assumed obeying to

the uncertainty of the elemental abundances in cosmic rays. Also a

spectral index γ = −3 is employed. 

The use of a single correction function on the muon data is jus-

tified since it is nearly independent of the composition and the

hadronic interaction models explored here. Using other hadronic

models and/or different composition assumptions just introduces

small relative differences (within ≈ ± 5%) in the correction func-

tion. This can be appreciated in Fig. A1 (left), where the mean

value of the muon correction function from QGSJET-II-02 is plot-

ted against the uncorrected N μ for showers with cores inside the

KASCADE-Grande fiducial area and EAS axes between θ = 0 ◦ and

40 °. The plots are shown along with two error bands that cover the

range of results for alternative correction functions derived individ-

ually from different hadronic interaction models and composition
cenarios. In Fig. A1 (left), we observe that for EAS with low N μ,

he correction on the reconstructed muon number is large. That is

ecause for low energy events located outside the KASCADE de-

ector area the number of muons is overestimated. The reason is

ell known and it is due to the fact that the LDF that is used to

et N μ on an event-by-event basis is steeper than the expected

istribution of local muon densities for the EAS with the above-

entioned characteristics [13] . At high energies, this difference de-

reases, which reduce the uncertainty of the reconstructed N μ and

hus the magnitude of the applied muon correction as observed in

ig. A1 (left). 

The mean systematic errors of the corrected muon number are

isplayed in Fig. A1 (right) and Fig. A2 as a function of the muon

ize, the core position and the shower zenith angle in the full ef-

ciency and maximum statistics regime. We can see that the fi-

al systematic errors are less than 10%. Although, this remaining
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ias is small we have not neglected it and have considered it in

he evaluation of the final uncertainties of the muon attenuation

ength. 

ppendix B. Error estimation on �μ

In Table B1 the total uncertainties for �μ are shown with the

ndividual contributions from statistical and systematic errors. For

he case of MC simulations the total errors vary in the range from

−30 % to ≈ +28 % , while for experimental data they are found to

e between −20 % and +19 % . In the following, we will list both the

ain statistical and systematic uncertainties that we have taken

nto account in the above estimations and briefly describe how

hey were calculated. 

1. Statistical error 

For the estimation of the influence of statistical fluctuations on

he measured �μ, �μ intensities are randomly drawn from the

riginal KASCADE-Grande muon shower size spectra by allowing

he number of events per N μ interval and angular bin to fluctuate

ccording to a Poisson distribution. For each trial, the integral in-

ensities are then calculated from the drawn �μ spectra for each

enith-angle interval according to Eq. (2) . Afterwards, the attenua-

ion length is estimated with the usual method. The statistical er-

or is therefore computed from the observed variability of �μ after

0 trials. In case of MC simulations, the procedure is similar, but

ith a single difference: as the MC data are weighted we use the

ormalism of the equivalent number of unweighted events [55] in

he construction of the trial spectra, which allow us to properly

valuate the influence of statistical uncertainties on the expected

μ values. 

Let N be the number of simulated events in a given N μ-bin and

 j , the individual weights of such events, where j = 1 , . . . , N. Then

he number of events in the corresponding bin of the weighted

istogram is N 

e v = 

∑ N 
j=1 w j , with σ (N 

e v ) = [ 
∑ N 

j=1 w 

2 
j 
] 1 / 2 , the re-

pective statistical error. In general, N 

e v does no follow a Poisson

istribution, therefore, we replaced it by the equivalent number of

nweighted events ˜ N 

e v = (N 

e v ) 2 / [ σ (N 

e v ) ] 
2 
. This quantity is Poisson

istributed and has the same relative statistical uncertainty as N 

e v .

rom here, we obtain the trial �μ spectra that we require by al-
Table B1 

Systematic and statistical uncertainties on the predicted and experimenta

to the total uncertainty are listed individually. 

QGSJET-II-02 QGSJET-II

Statistical error ( % ) 

Statistical fluctuations ± 4.29 ± 8.51 

Systematics ( % ) 

Muon systematics +0 . 04 −2 . 30 

Core far from KASCADE +2 . 37 −0 . 11 

( R = [360 , 440] m ) 

Core close to KASCADE −3 . 38 +0 . 93 

( R = [270 , 360] m ) 

Bin size +6 . 14 +3 . 70 

Global fit ± 4.96 ± 5.40 

Muon correction function uncertainties +1 . 34 −1 . 11 

Broader zenith-angle interval +1 . 61 −1 . 94 

(Four angular bins) 

Number CIC cuts +1 . 12 / − 0 . 59 +2 . 29 / −
Narrower CIC interval −0 . 28 −2 . 90 

(log 10 N μ ≈ [5.4, 6.0]) 

Spectral index uncertainties +1 . 24 / − 0 . 62 +2 . 59 / −
( 
γ = ±0 . 2 ) 

Composition +10 . 91 / − 9 . 19 +25 . 96 / −
Total ( % ) 

+14 . 57 +28 . 32 

−11 . 82 −29 . 70 
owing ˜ N 

e v to fluctuate in each N μ-bin according to a Poisson dis-

ribution and after multiplying the result with a corresponding fac-

or w r = N 

e v / ̃  N 

e v to properly normalize the content of the bin. 

2. Error from the remaining systematic bias of the corrected muon 

umber 

Its contribution to the total error is obtained by propagating the

ncertainties of the corrected N μ to the differential spectra and

hen to the integral spectra employed in the derivation of the at-

enuation length. The systematic biases of the corrected N μ were

stimated from MC data (see, for example, Figs. A1 and A2 ). In

ase of simulations, they were applied in correspondence with the

omposition scenario and the hadronic model under study. In con-

rast, for measured data, all N μ systematic biases that are predicted

y the hadronic models for several composition scenarios (i.e. five

ure primary nuclei, from H to Fe, and a mixed composition as-

umption) were used. We then compared the biases introduced in

he measured muon attenuation length by these different hypothe-

es. The highest and lowest deviations are quoted as the errors of

he measured �μ from the uncertainties of the corrected muon

umber. We proceeded in this way due to the lack of knowledge

f the actual systematic bias of the observed N μ, the real hadronic

nteraction model and the primary composition of cosmic rays. As

 matter of fact, this is the reason why the contribution of the sys-

ematic bias of the corrected N μ is one of the biggest ones to the

otal experimental error. For MC simulations, on the other hand,

his contribution was found to be small. The latter due to the fact

hat both the composition and the model are known. 

3. Influence of the EAS core position in the systematic uncertainty 

f �μ

The contribution of this systematic source was investigated by

ividing the central area into two smaller regions with approxi-

ately the same statistics. The division was done by applying a

adial cut around 360 m from the center of the KASCADE array. To

stimate the systematic errors, the muon attenuation lengths from

he data collected on each surface were calculated independently

nd were later compared with the standard result for the whole

rea. The two differences obtained in this way were then cited
l muon attenuation lengths. Contributions of the systematic errors 

-04 SIBYLL 2.1 EPOS-LHC KG data 

± 7.51 ± 4.50 ± 6.74 

−4 . 78 −2 . 53 +13 . 55 / − 10 . 60 

+2 . 57 +5 . 03 +11 . 89 

−5 . 90 −5 . 15 −10 . 73 

−2 . 05 +0 . 29 +6 . 79 

± 5.39 ± 5.05 ± 5.60 

+0 . 78 −2 . 25 −2 . 54 

−1 . 21 +1 . 17 −2 . 42 

0 . 92 +0 . 38 / − 0 . 30 +0 . 11 / − 2 . 06 +1 . 40 

−2 . 95 +2 . 88 −0 . 61 

0 . 71 +1 . 96 / − 3 . 26 −1 . 22 –

27 . 57 +0 . 07 / − 7 . 88 +18 . 98 / − 10 . 76 –

+ 9 . 84 +21 . 01 +19 . 46 

−15 . 18 −14 . 32 −19 . 71 
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Table C1 

�μ measured for different KASCADE-Grande subsets of data corresponding to three 

distinct periods. Statistical and systematic errors are shown in order of appearance. 

The latter only contains the contribution from the global fit. 

Period Effective time (s) �μ(g/cm 

2 ) 

Sample 1 20 / 12 / 2003 − 07 / 11 / 2006 3.3 × 10 7 1233 ± 115 ± 89 

Sample 2 07 / 11 / 2006 − 11 / 04 / 2009 5.2 × 10 7 1295 ± 105 ± 85 

Sample 3 11 / 04 / 2009 − 31 / 10 / 2011 3.9 × 10 7 1219 ± 120 ± 89 
independently as the errors due to the EAS core position. Using

this analysis, we found a dependence of the measured attenuation

length on the radial distance to the KASCADE center (see Table B1 ),

which is the origin of a major contribution to the total experimen-

tal uncertainty. By performing additional studies, we arrive at the

result that the aforesaid EAS core dependence is due to a small

decrease of the estimated number of muons, which is more impor-

tant for vertical showers, as we move far away from the center of

the KASCADE array. In MC data, this behaviour was not observed.

In this case, the error analysis yielded just a mild dependence of

the predicted �μ with the EAS core position. 

B4. Uncertainty from the CIC method 

This contribution covers the propagation of errors arising from

the global fit and the variation of the results with the size of

the zenith-angle intervals (studied by dividing the full zenith-angle

range in four θ intervals with the same aperture), the number of

CIC cuts applied (using seven and three cuts instead of five), the

width of the CIC interval (employing a narrower muon range for

the fit: log 10 N μ ≈ [5.4, 6.0]) and the size of the N μ-bins. The to-

tal experimental error arising from the uncertainties in the CIC

method is found roughly between −6 % and +9 % , while the cor-

responding MC error lies between ≈ −7 % and ≈ +8 % . As we can

see, both contributions are almost of the same order of magnitude

and constitute also an important source of uncertainty in the esti-

mation of the measured and predicted muon attenuation lengths,

respectively. 

B5. Errors of the parameters of the muon correction function 

To evaluate the influence of this contribution on the final �μ

results, we propagated the errors in the determination of the pa-

rameters of the correction function (obtained under a mixed com-

position assumption with the QGSJET-II-02 model) to the N μ data

and hence to the muon attenuation lengths. From Table B1 , we ob-

serve that the resulting shifts in the predicted and measured �μ

values are in both cases small. Therefore this systematic source is

not dominant. 

B6. Uncertainties in the spectral index of the primary cosmic ray 

spectrum 

Only the uncertainties of the MC based predictions take into ac-

count this source of systematic error, which is evaluated by using

two different values for the spectral index: γ = −2 . 8 and −3 . 2 , in

the simulated data. The range of variation found in the correspond-

ing �μ results with respect to the standard value with γ = −3 . 0 is

quoted as the systematic error from this contribution. In general, it

results that the uncertainty in the spectral index has no major in-

fluence on the magnitude of �μ expected from the high-energy

hadronic interaction models. 

B7. Uncertainties in the primary composition 

Systematic uncertainties for MC predictions include also the

spreading of values when pure primary cosmic ray composi-

tion scenarios are considered. For these estimations, we em-

ployed five distinct elemental primary nuclei: H, He, C, Si and

Fe. On the other hand, in order to reduce the influence of pos-

sible statistical effects, we have increased, in each case, the size

of the zenith-angle bins employed in the CIC method. For this

purpose, we reduced the number of θ intervals in the analy-

sis. In particular, we employed four zenith-angle ranges, i.e. θ =
[0 ◦, 18 . 75 ◦] , [18 . 75 ◦, 27 . 03 ◦] , [27 . 03 ◦, 33 . 82 ◦] and [33.82 °, 40 °], all

of them with approximately equal aperture. We then extracted �μ
sing the standard procedure for each primary composition as-

umption. The biggest and smallest values of �μ derived in this

ay for each model were considered as the errors of the expected

μ associated with the cosmic ray composition uncertainty. As we

an see from Table B1 , they constitute the major source of uncer-

ainty in MC predictions. It is worth to point out that, for measured

ata, this source of systematic error is already taken into account.

pecifically, it is considered when calculating the contribution to

he total experimental uncertainty due to the systematic biases of

he corrected N μ for each of the aforementioned primary nuclei. 

ppendix C. Further systematic checks 

In this part of the paper, we evaluate the influence of suspected

ources of systematic errors that might be at work in this analysis.

Aging of the muon detectors . From the experimental point of

iew, one of these possibilities is the natural aging of both the

lastic scintillator detectors and the PMT’s of the KASCADE muon

etectors. To quantify this effect, the measured data was divided

n three subsamples with effective observation times of approx-

mately the same order of magnitude and ordered in time. For

ach subset of data, the muon attenuation length was estimated

 Table C1 ). No dependency of the measured �μ on the time is ob-

erved. All values for the three different periods are in very good

greement within their own errors and are in accordance with the

ean value shown in Table 1 for the whole measured data sample

considering only statistical uncertainties, deviations are between

−0 . 25 σ and ≈ +0 . 29 σ ). In consequence, it can be concluded

hat the aging of the muon detectors is not responsible for the ob-

erved discrepancy between the measured and the predicted muon

ttenuation lengths. 

1. Evolution of the elemental abundances of cosmic rays 

As we know from detailed studies performed in [20,56,57] , the

hemical composition of cosmic rays in the energy interval anal-

sed is changing from light to heavy. Therefore the actual event

amples contain a wide range of early and late developing show-

rs, which might lead to a significant increase of �μ in compar-

son to the results with a single or equal-abundance composition

cenarios. To quantify the influence of this effect, we used a toy

odel for the elemental composition of cosmic rays between 10 16 

nd 10 18 eV following the results of [20,56,57] . The model included

he spectral features observed in the light and heavy components.

sing the data from QGSJET-II-02 along with this elemental abun-

ances, we calculated �μ. The result was just 1.4 % smaller than

he one obtained for the mixed composition assumption based on

qual abundances. Therefore, the changing elemental abundances

f cosmic rays in the studied energy regime is not causing the ob-

erved anomaly. 

2. Fluctuations on the number of registered muons per station 

Another interesting possibility is the influence of fluctuations

n the number of registered muons n μ per KASCADE detector. The

umber of muons collected by a muon station is in general small,
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Fig. C1. Measured distribution of the ρμ fluctuations for a radial interval [290 m, 

330 m] at the shower plane and for vertical showers in the range log 10 N ch = 

[6 . 55 , 6 . 80] , where N ch has been corrected for attenuation effects in the atmosphere 

and normalized at θ = 22 ◦ with the CIC method. The distribution is compared with 

the predictions of QGSJET-II-02 for primary protons and iron nuclei. 
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herefore fluctuations may play an important role here. In addition,

uctuations from MC simulations for n μ might be different from

he experimental ones. All these effects together may lead to a bias

n the reconstructed N μ explaining the observed �μ deviations. In

rder to find out whether fluctuations on n μ are responsible for

he deviations, QGSJET-II-02 simulations were employed. First, ρμ

uctuations were obtained from the distributions of the density

f muons as a function of the distance to the core at the shower

lane (see as an example, Fig. C1 ). The muon densities, ρμ( r ), were

uilt event-by-event by dividing the EAS plane in concentric rings

20 m width each) and then by dividing, for each radial interval,

he corresponding amount of detected muons by the sum of pro-

ected effective areas of the active detectors located in that partic-

lar bin. 

Fluctuations were extracted from both, MC and experimental

ata for the different zenith-angle ranges and for several N ch in-

ervals, where N ch was corrected for attenuation effects in the at-

osphere using the CIC method. To separate the data, the charged

umber of particles was chosen instead of N μ because in the for-

er both the observed resolution and the agreement between the

orresponding measured attenuation length and the MC predic-

ions are better. MC fluctuations were obtained only for proton and

ron nuclei as primaries, respectively. For experimental data, fluc-

uations might be overestimated since they might contain contri-

utions from different primary elements. Once fluctuations were

alculated, they were applied with a simulation program event-

y-event to the MC data sets to estimate the number of particles

etected per KASCADE muon station per simulated shower under

ach of the above fluctuation scenarios. For a given MC event with

rue muon content N μ, the number of muons hitting each KAS-

ADE muon station is estimated according to the geometry of the

tation and the muon lateral distribution function of Eq. (1) . For

his estimation the true values of the shower core position and ar-

ival direction are needed. They are taken from the input param-

ters used in CORSIKA to simulate the shower. Once the number

f muons per station is known, this quantity is allowed to fluctu-

te using the corresponding statistical distributions obtained from

he experiment or simulated data. Then, the new set of n μ val-

es are stored and the mean deposited energy per muon station is

stimated. Henceforth, the standard KASCADE-Grande reconstruc-

ion software is applied. The muon attenuation lengths are finally
btained from the reconstructed MC data sets using the standard

rocedure described in Section 4 . 

Interestingly, the final results with MC simulations showed

hat the �μ value obtained with experimental fluctuations stays

bove the corresponding result derived when using the MC ones,

owever the differences are small, just below 15 % for QGSJET-

I-02. In consequence, the effect of the fluctuations on the

umber of muons per KASCADE muon station can not explain

he observed �μ discrepancy between measured and predicted

ata. 

3. Uncertainties of air shower parameters 

The influence of systematic errors coming from uncertainties in

he reconstruction of the core position, arrival direction and the

umber of muons per detector from the deposited energy were

lso studied. For this purpose, new MC data sets were generated

ased on QGSJET-II-02 and by using the true shower location, ar-

ival direction and number of muons hitting the KASCADE muon

etectors in the reconstruction stage of the MC events. This way,

he N μ estimated for the resulting data sets has no influence from

he systematic errors due to mislocation of the core, misalignment

f the reconstructed shower axis or wrong estimation of n μ per

tation. For the new data sets, the �μ values are extracted and

re compared with the corresponding attenuation lengths from the

ata where the uncertainties on the shower parameters are con-

idered (for simplicity, in both cases, no muon correction function

as applied). From the comparison, it is concluded that the effect

f the abovementioned systematic errors on �μ is to modify its

agnitude, but by a negligible amount ( � 3 %). 

These are conservative predictions associated with the effects

f core and angular resolutions. One can ask what would hap-

en if the actual magnitude of systematic errors of the core posi-

ion and arrival direction were somewhat different. For this pos-

ibility there is not much room left, since the resolution of the

rande detector has been checked out with the KASCADE ar-

ay, which works independently of the former as mentioned in

ection 2 . By introducing these errors [13] in our MC simulations

he muon attenuation length varies just within 7 %. Therefore, in

ight of the above results, it is unlikely that systematic errors due

o shower core position and arrival direction could be the main

ause for the �μ deviation between experimental data and MC

xpectations. 

4. Uncertainties of the muon LDF 

The fact that there is an intriguing dependence of the muon at-

enuation length on the core position, which is not predicted by

imulations, suggests the presence of another source of system-

tic error of �μ (see Appendix B ). One possibility could be found

t the shape of the muon lateral distribution function. During re-

onstruction the slope of the LDF is kept constant due to the fact

hat the KASCADE muon detectors only sample a limited portion

f the EAS. However, it is known that, although the measured LDF

or muons is bracketed by simulation results, the observed slopes

re different from MC predictions [58] . By comparing the slopes

f the mean muon lateral distribution functions expected from MC

imulations and the ones observed in experimental data, we found

hat, on average, the MC distributions are flatter than the mea-

ured ones. These differences clearly suggest the presence of a po-

ential source of systematic error of N μ, which may be also con-

ributing to the observed anomaly. To estimate the possible contri-

ution from this effect to the systematic error of �μ, first, for each

enith-angle interval and the log N 

CIC 
ch 

range discussed in Section 5 ,

e fitted the QGSJET-II-02 and the experimental mean muon den-

ity distributions with formula (1) but using p 1 and N μ as free pa-
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rameters. This was done in order to get an estimation of the flat-

ness of the muon density distributions and to quantify the differ-

ences between the slopes of the experimental and the expected

LDF’s. The fits were performed on the radial interval r > 160 m. For

MC, we applied the fits on the data sets for pure elements and

mixed composition. From the fitted values of p 1 , it was found that,

in general, the actual mean muon radial density distributions are

on average 7 % ± 15 % steeper than the MC simulated ones. 

To evaluate the effect of using a flatter muon LDF to fit our

data, we considered the MC data sets of QGSJET-II-02 for a mixed

composition scenario and proceeded to reconstruct N μ event-by-

event with a flatter muon LDF. The latter was performed by de-

creasing the magnitude of p 1 by 22 % in the LDF formula employed

for the standard EAS reconstruction, see Eq. (1) . This percentual

decrement corresponds to the upper limit of the 1 σ interval found

for the difference between the p 1 values of the MC and measured

muon LDF’s. For the above variation, we found that �μ is shifted

by +6 % . In addition, the dependence of �μ on the distance to

the KASCADE muon cluster became larger than the one observed

in Table B1 for QGSJET-II-02. In particular, �μ decreases by −7 %

for events with cores between R = 270 m to 360 m, and increases

by +6 % at farther distances ( R = [360 , 440] m ). If now the magni-

tude of the parameter p 1 of formula (1) is increased by 22 %, in

order to have a steeper muon LDF as suggested by the measured

data, then we observe that the experimental �μ is reduced only

by ≈ 8 % ( ∼ 99 g/cm 

2 ), while the core dependence of �μ remains

still high ( ± 9 %). Therefore, we see that the systematic errors of

�μ are not enough to be the cause of the discrepancy. 

To give a better estimation of the effect of the 
p 1 differ-

ences between the measured and the MC data and with the aim

of confirming the conclusion of the previous analysis, we used an

alternative approach: we weighted the ρμ( r ) distributions of the

QGSJET-II-02 events for the mixed composition assumption to re-

produce a steeper LDF in closer agreement with the one observed

from the measurements. Then we applied the standard KASCADE-

Grande reconstruction algorithm to the aforementioned MC events

to obtain N μ from which we calculated �μ. Finally, the latter is

compared with the standard result obtained from the unmodified

data sets. The weight was applied by multiplying the number of

events recorded in each station by the factor (r/ 320 m ) 
p 1 , where


p 1 = p KG 
1 

− p MC 
1 

is the mean difference in p 1 obtained from the

study described in the previous paragraph. Since 
p 1 = −0 . 07 ±
0 . 16 , we used the lower limit of this interval for the estimation

of the �μ systematic uncertainty. The result was an increase of

≈ +8 % ( ∼ 57 g/cm 

2 ), which is of the order of magnitude of the sys-

tematic error already calculated in the aforementioned paragraph. 

One may argue that the individual differences between the

LDF’s at different zenith-angles may be contributing in some way

to the �μ systematics too. In general, we have observed that both

the MC and measured mean muon radial density distributions be-

come flatter as the zenith-angle increases. However, the slope of

the measured LDF’s decreases faster than that derived from MC

simulations. To quantify the influence of these effects on the muon

anomaly, first we modelled the above differences based on the ob-

served 
p 1 ( θ ) as obtained for the interval log N 

CIC 
ch 

= [7 . 04 , 7 . 28] .

The differences were derived by comparing the experimental data

with the results from the QGSJET-II-02 model for a mixed com-

position scenario and primary spectrum ∝ E −3 . Then we weighted

the muon LDF’s from the QGSJET-II-02 data sets by using the fac-

tor (r/ 320 m ) 
p 1 (θ ) , with 
p 1 (θ ) = −0 . 138 + 0 . 143 · θ, with θ in

radians. Finally, we reconstructed N μ event-by-event and obtained

�μ by the usual procedure. The result was a shift of ∼ +2 % on the

simulated �μ. 

In summary, we conclude that it is improbable that the uncer-

tainty on the slope of the LDF is the main cause of the deviation

on the muon attenuation length. 
5. Influence of the muon correction function 

The prime suspect behind the �μ anomaly is the muon correc-

ion function applied to the data. In general, the effect of this func-

ion on the estimated �μ is to shift its magnitude by +13 % / − 3 %

or MC simulations and +17 % for experimental data with respect

o the value extracted from the uncorrected N μ. It is observed

hat the amount of shift for the experimental value is bigger than

hat for MC estimations. However, it does not explain the discrep-

ncy. In fact, a more detailed analysis based on the mean lateral

uon densities (see Section 5 ) revealed that the differences be-

ween the measured and expected muon attenuation lengths are

ot an artefact from the application of the muon correction func-

ion on the data. In particular, it was observed that they can be

racked down to differences between the experimental and pre-

icted evolutions of the local mean muon densities in the shower

ront with the angle θ . This asseveration can be probed by modi-

ying in an artificial way the zenith-angle evolution of the muon

ateral distribution functions obtained from MC simulations. We

ave employed the same simulated MC data sets used to study

he impact of the uncertainties in the slope of the muon LDF’s

n �μ, and we have multiplied the corresponding muon densi-

ies by the factor 

[ 
e X 0 (1 −sec θ ) ·(1 / ̄αKG 

μ −1 / ̄αMC 
μ ) · (r/ 320 m ) 
p 1 (θ ) 

] 
. Here,

¯ KG 
μ = (1159 ± 110) g / cm 

2 is the average value of the muon absorp-

ion length for the experimental data in the radial interval r =
220 m , 380 m ] and the shower size range log N 

CIC 
ch 

= [7 . 04 , 7 . 28]

see Fig. 6 ). On the other hand, ᾱMC 
μ = (821 ± 28) g / cm 

2 is the cor-

esponding value for the QGSJET-II-02 based simulations (mixed

omposition data in Fig. 6 ). After applying the full reconstruc-

ion procedure to the new simulated data, we found that �MC 
μ =

(1116 ± 184) g / cm 

2 , which is in pretty good agreement with the

easured value. 

6. Fluctuations on the local values of atmospheric temperature and 

ressure 

The influence of local variations of the air pressure and tem-

erature on our results were investigated. At the site, the mean

ressure at ground during the DAQ period used for our analysis

as P̄ = 1003 . 0 ± 8 . 5 mbar , which is pretty close (within the ex-

erimental RMS variations) to the nominal value of ≈ 1002.2 mbar

 P 0 = 1022 g / cm 

2 ) used for the MC simulations. To evaluate the in-

uence of this small difference in the measured �μ, data within

 small interval 
P 0 around P 0 was chosen and the correspond-

ng muon attenuation length was evaluated. In particular, we used

P 0 = [998 . 3 mbar , 1006 mbar ] . This range was selected in such a

ay that P 0 coincides with the median of the pressure distribu-

ion for the corresponding interval. The result for �μ is shown in

able C2 . This value is just 0.008 σ (for statistical errors only) be-

ow that corresponding to the full experimental data set. Therefore,

he difference between the values P 0 in the interval selected and P̄ 

an not be the main cause of the �μ discrepancy. 

To go further, we investigated the effect of the tails of the P dis-

ribution. For this purpose, we considered two additional data sets:

ne with P > 1006 mbar and another one with P < 998.3 mbar, and

e calculated �μ for each case. The extracted values are presented

n Table C2 . They are within −0 . 4 σ and +0 . 9 σ (using only statis-

ical uncertainties for the comparison), respectively, from the main

esult obtained for the whole KASCADE-Grande data set. The mag-

itude of these deviations can not explain the observed anomaly

f the muon attenuation length. If the smallest value of �μ ob-

ained from the present analysis with different P intervals is com-

ared with the MC predictions of Table 1 , deviations from +3 . 2 σ
o +4 . 6 σ arise (employing only statistical errors). 
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Table C2 

Attenuation lengths for the muon number extracted from experimental data for different 

intervals of pressure, P (mbar), and temperature, T ( °C ), at the site. Statistical and systematic 

errors are shown in order of appearance. The latter only contains the contribution from the 

global fit. 

Interval Mean ( P , T ) Effective time (s) �μ(g/cm 

2 ) 

P > 1006.0 (1012.0 ± 4.4, 7.8 ± 7.7) 5.24 × 10 7 1204 ± 104 ± 79 

P = [998 . 3 , 1006 . 0] (1002.0 ± 2.1, 12.9 ± 7.5) 5.24 × 10 7 1255 ± 99 ± 81 

P < 998.3 (992.5 ± 5.5, 9.8 ± 7.4) 3.43 × 10 7 1405 ± 139 ± 109 

T > 14.15 (1002.0 ± 5.4, 19.4 ± 4.0) 4.54 × 10 7 1249 ± 111 ± 84 

T = [6 . 45 , 14 . 15] (1003.0 ± 8.2, 10.3 ± 2.2) 4.69 × 10 7 1234 ± 124 ± 86 

T < 6.45 (1005.0 ± 10.6, 1.5 ± 3.5) 4.68 × 10 7 1310 ± 160 ± 88 

)
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Fig. D1. Left: N ch integral spectra for five zenith-angle intervals derived from the measurements with the KASCADE-Grande observatory. Error bars represent statistical 

uncertainties. The CIC cuts employed in this work are shown as horizontal lines. Right: N ch attenuation curves obtained by applying several constant intensity cuts to the 

KASCADE-Grande integral spectra, J ch . The cuts decrease from the bottom to the top in units of 
 log 10 [ J/ ( m 

−2 · s −1 · sr −1 )] = −0 . 30 . Errors are smaller than the size of the 

symbols. They take into account statistical uncertainties, errors from interpolation as well as the correlation between adjacent points when interpolation was applied. 
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14 In turn, the number of electrons can be estimated even with a better precision 

than N ch in KASCADE-Grande. For example, for our data set, after applying quality 

cuts, MC predictions indicate that for shower sizes ≤ 3.2 × 10 8 , the systematics on 
On the other hand, it is also worth mentioning that a possible

int for a dependence of the �μ discrepancy with the mean atmo-

pheric pressure seems to be observed in the data (see Table C2 ).

n particular, the results seem to suggest that the disagreement be-

ween the measured and predicted �μ parameters grows when

ecreasing the mean value of P . The effect seems to be the re-

ult of an apparent reduction in the estimated number of muons

t lower pressures, which is more important for vertical showers.

or example, when comparing the muon attenuation curves de-

ived for the data sets with P < 998.3 mbar and P > 1006 mbar, re-

pectively, at the same CIC cut: log 10 [ J/ ( m 

−2 · s −1 · sr −1 )] = −8 . 60 ,

t is observed that for showers closer to the zenith (first angular

in), the magnitude of N μ derived from the CIC method for the

nterval with highest P is ≈ 4.5 % bigger than that obtained for the

nterval of lowest atmospheric pressure, while for inclined showers

last zenith-angle bin) the difference is negligible and it amounts

o ≈ 0.7 %. The interpretation of the results given here is still tenta-

ive as the statistical errors for the subsamples of Table C2 are not

mall. 

Regarding the influence of the local variations of temperature

n �μ, we have found that it is not significant. The temperature

t the site was continuously monitored from the top of a tower

t 200 m above the ground. From the records of the temperature

uring the DAQ period of the analysed data, we found that the

ean value of the temperature was T̄ = 10 . 27 ◦C with a standard

eviation of 7.88 °C. To study the effect of the local temperature

ariations on the muon attenuation length, we divided our data

n three subsets according to the following temperature intervals:

 < 6.45 °C, T = [ 6 . 45 ◦C, 14.15] °C and T > 14.15 °C, each of them with

pproximately the same statistics. Then we applied our standard

nalysis to find �μ in each case ( Table C2 ). The results show vari-

N

tions from −0 . 1 σ to +0 . 3 σ from the measured value reported

n Table 1 for the whole experimental data set (comparisons were

erformed using only statistical uncertainties). Therefore, it is un-

ikely that the variations in the local temperature could be the

ause of the observed �μ anomaly. 

ppendix D. The attenuation length for N ch 

In order to complement the present study, a last check was

erformed, but on N ch , which includes the number of muons and

lectrons of the shower. In this check, the N ch attenuation length,

ch , was estimated from the KASCADE-Grande measurements of

ir showers and the result was compared with the predictions

rom the hadronic interaction models of Section 3 . The extraction

rocedure of �ch was identical to the one employed with �μ, with

he only exception that no correction function was applied. The

atter was not necessary for the analysis, since in KASCADE-Grande

he charged particle content of EAS is determined with a better

recision than the muon number 14 [13] . 

The measured N ch integral spectra upon which the analysis is

erformed are presented on the left side of Fig. D1 along with the

pplied CIC cuts. On the right side of the same figure, the N ch at-

enuation curves extracted with the CIC method are also shown.

s before, the �ch is obtained from a global fit with a relationship

ike (3) to the measured attenuation curves. The resulting value

s plotted on Fig. D2 together with the predictions from QGSJET-II-
 e are � 7 %, while for N ch are � 12 %. 
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Table D1 

Attenuation lengths for the charged particle number extracted from Monte Carlo and exper- 

imental data. �ch is presented along with their statistical and systematic errors (in order of 

appearance). Also the deviations (in units of σ ) of the measured �ch from the predictions of 

different hadronic interaction models are shown. The one-tailed confidence levels (CL) that 

the measured value is in agreement with the MC predictions are also presented. 

QGSJET-II-02 QGSJET-II-04 SIBYLL 2.1 EPOS-LHC KG data 

�ch (g/cm 

2 ) 194 ± 4 +18 
−18 

193 ± 9 +24 
−18 

180 ± 6 +12 
−10 

209 ± 4 +27 
− 25 

231 ± 3 +24 
−34 

Deviation ( σ ) +0 . 96 +0 . 88 +1 . 39 +0 . 51 

CL (%) 16.78 19.02 8.25 30.56 

Table D2 

Total uncertainties on the predicted and experimental �ch . The different contributions from the systematic and statistical 

errors are also shown. 

QGSJET-II-02 QGSJET-II-04 SIBYLL 2.1 EPOS-LHC KG data 

Statistical error ( % ) 

Statistical fluctuations ± 2.05 ± 4.65 ± 3.10 ± 1.89 ± 1.38 

Systematics ( % ) 

Nch systematics −1 . 90 −2 . 58 +0 . 94 −9 . 75 −13 . 55 / + 8 . 79 

Global fit ± 4.34 ± 4.67 ± 4.58 ± 4.71 ± 4.94 

Core far from KASCADE +2 . 26 −0 . 60 +0 . 54 +0 . 79 +2 . 04 

( R = [360 , 440] m ) 

Core close to KASCADE −2 . 91 −0 . 12 −1 . 99 −1 . 10 −2 . 07 

( R = [270 , 360] m ) 

Bin size −1 . 90 +1 . 02 +2 . 81 −2 . 46 −1 . 59 

Narrower CIC interval −0 . 75 −0 . 42 −0 . 73 +0 . 41 −1 . 49 

(log 10 N ch ≈ [6.1, 7.2]) 

Broader zenith-angle interval +0 . 01 −0 . 33 +1 . 25 +0 . 28 −0 . 71 

(Four angular bins) 

Number CIC cuts −0 . 32 / + 0 . 23 −0 . 10 / + 0 . 09 −0 . 96 / + 0 . 27 −1 . 30 / + 0 . 20 −0 . 08 / + 0 . 47 

Spectral index uncertainties −1 . 11 / + 3 . 28 −0 . 44 / + 2 . 12 −0 . 56 / + 1 . 13 −1 . 89 / + 1 . 46 –

(
γ = ±0 . 2) 

Composition −7 . 18 / + 6 . 99 −7 . 61 / + 11 . 37 −2 . 36 / + 3 . 72 −3 . 98 / + 11 . 68 –

Total (%) 

+9 . 37 +13 . 35 +7 . 52 +12 . 86 +10 . 39 

−9 . 61 −10 . 43 −6 . 47 −12 . 22 −14 . 81 

5 5.5 6 6.5 7

)2
 (
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Fig. D2. N ch attenuation lengths extracted from Monte Carlo (lower points) and 

experimental data (upper black circle). Error bars indicate statistical uncertainties, 

while the brackets represent the total errors (systematic plus statistical errors added 

in quadrature). The shadowed band covers the total uncertainty estimated for the 

experimental result. 
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02, SIBYLL 2.1, QGSJET-II-04 and EPOS-LHC. The magnitudes of the

measured and predicted values of �ch are displayed in Table D1 . 

To investigate the agreement between the measurement and

the predictions from MC simulations, a simple statistical analysis

was applied. Deviations of the experimental �ch from estimations

of the models were computed and confidence levels for agreement

with the predictions of the hadronic interaction models were de-

rived. The results are presented in Table D1 . Herein a good consis-

tency between experimental data and the predictions of the high-
nergy hadronic interaction models can be seen, since the statis-

ical analysis gives deviations between +0 . 51 σ and +1 . 39 σ, with

 CL from 8.25 % to 30.56 %, respectively, which are as a matter of

act quite satisfactory. 

The total uncertainties of �ch are presented in Table D2 along

ith their corresponding statistical and systematic errors. All of

hem were calculated in the same way that for �μ. The results

ere found to vary in the range from ≈ −15 % to ≈ +13 % . In ex-

erimental data, an important contribution to the total error of �ch 

between ≈ −13 % and ≈ +9 % ) is the systematic uncertainty of N ch .

he latter was estimated from MC simulations and confirmed with

xperimental investigations [13] . On the other hand, in contrast to

he �μ case, here no relevant dependence of the measured �ch 

ith the radial distance was found, for the corresponding varia-

ions of �ch were within ± 2 % (see Table D2 ). The reason is that,

or the charged component of EAS the LDF is well measured event-

y-event across the Grande detector area. Regarding MC simula-

ions, a sizeable contribution in this case came from the uncertain

nowledge of the primary composition of the experimental sam-

le. This was estimated from the data sets for the pure and mixed

omposition scenarios (as in the case of �μ). It resulted that this

ource of uncertainty has a contribution from −8 % to +12 % to the

otal MC error depending of the hadronic interaction model. 
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